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Disclaimer

Being based on a novel series by Andrzej Sapkowski – a bestselling
Polish author – gives the game’s universe and characters
credibility, authority and exceptional cohesiveness. In this harsh
fantasy world abstract, absolute and unconditional ideas such as
“Good” and “Evil” written in upper case letters do not exist.
Instead, however, while moral good exists, the protagonist will
often only have a choice between two evils, deciding on the path
which he regards as the lesser evil of the two.
The story begins with Geralt reappearing after being feared dead.
He is found unconscious, dazed and with only a vague recollection
of past events. This way, players unfamiliar with Sapkowski’s works
will be able to gradually immerse into the fantasy realm. The game
features an innovative, time delayed decision-consequence
system, prodding players to make their decisions seriously and with
thought.
The whole world does not revolve just around Geralt. NPCs will
lead their lives independently of the protagonist, yet upon
interaction they can be influenced by and react to the Witcher’s
actions.
It’s basically a living world, of which Geralt is only a part of, despite
his involvement in its ultimate fate.

The Witcher Game is the first decentralized NFT play-to-earn game
on BSC network that integrates both 3D-animated gaming NFT and
2D unique computer-gener - ated collective NFT marketplace.

• Each unique NFT Heroes will hold its intrinsic value complimenting
the rarity, which can be traded in the marketplace.

• Players can earn by: Competing in PVP battles to win leaderboard
prizes.

• Furthermore, these Collectibles are utilized in the game which will
aggregate the floor price according to its attributes and activity.

• Buying and Selling Collective NFT Decorate Heroes in MarketPlace.
• Evolve and Level up your heroes and sell them in the MarketPlace.

Open Portal. Summon your heroes by
opening portal using RIVIA token.
Farming heroes help players gather
resources and to push the progress of
the game faster.
Defend heroes allowing the players’
abilities to defend their own base. Attack
heroes’ abilities assist players in attack
another player’s bases.

Open Portal. Summon your heroes by
opening portal using RIVIA token. Farming
heroes help players gather resources and
to push the progress of the game faster.
Defend heroes allowing the players’
abilities to defend their own base. Attack
heroes’ abilities assist players in attack
another player’s bases.

Level-Up/Evolve Heroes. By using the ingame resources, players can level up their
heroes anytime. Leveling up a hero just
upgrades the heroes’ skills and levels
without changing the heroes's appearances.
The players can develop a hero, not only
upgrading the levels and skills of the hero
but they can also transform the heroes’ skill
appearances, upgrade skin or purchase
rare/premium/legendary skins.

Attack. Players will use their troops like
heroes, minions to strike other players' bases
or play campaigns.

THE MONSTER KILLERS CAME OUT OF NOWHERE IN ALL PARTS OF
THE UNIVERSE.

Nft Marketplace
Buy Or Sell 3-D Heroes Nft On The Witcher Game Decentralized
Nft Open Market.

NFT STAKING
Stake The Witcher Game NFT
to gain RIVIA tokens.

PLAY TO EARN
Defeat the invader or attack other player base
to win valuable items and RIVIA tokens.

What is The Witcher Game?

The Witcher Game project is a game that uses encryption
technology to earn coins on the BSC network, and is inspired by the
successful Polish series on Netflix.
What is the Team's visions and mission?

The Witcher Game is the first decentralized NFT P2E Game on BSC
network by Gaming Team. We aim to bring about one of the best
blockchain games that offers users a rich gaming experience along
with multiple opportunities to earn money and rewards.
What are The Witcher Game NFT and why should you buy them?

There are 2 types of The Witcher Game NFT: 3-D animated Hero
NFT and 2-D non animated Hero Collective NFT. You should buy
The Witcher Game NFT to upgrade the visual of the characters in
game.
How to buy The Witcher Game NFT?

You can buy The Witcher Game NFT, either the Hero NFT, on The
Witcher Game decentralized NFT open market by purchasing
RIVIA.

How to buy The Witcher Game (RIVIA) Tokens?
STEP 1: Go to Pancakeswap page with RIVIA token address. (Note:
Please make sure you purchase on/buy from our official token
address. Be careful with the scam, we have only 1 official token
address).
STEP 2: Connect your wallet (Metamask/Trustwallet) to
pancakeswap.

STEP 3: Click “Select a currency” in the [From] field and select the
token you want to use to buy RIVIA token. You can use any token
supported by Pancake to buy RIVIA token.
STEP 4: Input the amount of [From] token. For example, I use 5 BNB
to buy RIVIA token, so i input 5 BNB in [From] field (Note: Due to
the price impact, you may need to raise the “slippage tolerance”).
STEP 5: If you have not used BNB to buy RIVIA before, you need to
approve it by clicking on the [Approve] button and then confirm
the transaction on your wallet.
STEP 6: Click [Swap] button then Confirm on your wallet.
STEP 7: Wait for tx to be completed... And Done, you have
successfully bought RIVIA tokens! Congratulations!
What is The Witcher Game (RIVIA) token address?
We have only 1 official token address: TBA in official telegram.

The Witcher Game Development Wallet:
0x4b27d3958f748f44cb3fea2d0f8ed22a26d06cdf

xca8a7653b5197f68c2ec7cfbeeee64bdd580327b

The Witcher Game Marketing Wallet:
0xEb9AED9e212c47136AdF837825bcdd4aD7e9c4ae

The Witcher Game was built as a fun and educational way to
introduce the world to blockchain technology. Many of the original
team members met playing Crypto Hero’s, and it was their first
time ever using Blockchain for anything other than pure
speculation. They soon started working on The Witcher Game to
introduce the magic of Blockchain technology to billions of players.

We believe in a future where work and play become one. We
believe in empowering our players and giving them economic
opportunities. Most of all, we have a dream that battling and
collecting cute creatures can change the world. Welcome to our
revolution.

For The Witcher Game and RIVIA to be successful, the project will
need to be financially, socially, and environmentally sustainable.
We have identified 3 main focus points for pursuing these goals.
The Witcher Game unique tokenomics model is designed to
promote equality, teamwork, and the long-term sustainability of
the project. To secure the support of investors, it’s necessary to
maintain investor interest in the game and provide returns to
holders.
The growth of projects, increased interest in the NFTs, and the
holder's reward will incentivize long-term holding, increasing the
value of the token.

A diverse and highly motivated team is important to keep progress
moving forward. Anyone with enough enthusiasm and dedication
can become a leader. At the same time, the community will be
involved in appointing board members to ensure that the team is
composed of people who are well-qualified to help the project
succeed. Board members will hold the keys to multi-signature
wallets containing project funds, so our governance structure is
designed to ensure the board is accountable to the community.

The Witcher Game will be shaped by the will of the community.
What the game becomes will depend on the ideas and efforts of
the community. Part of the attraction of The Witcher Game is that
it is a place to connect with a vibrant and diverse group of kind and
accepting people. For this reason, it’s important to maintain a high
level of community engagement with the project. Involving the
community in every step of the way, including selecting the game
and developing projects on it will support this vision. In this way,
each community member will develop a deeply personal
connection to the game and each other, promoting long-term
engagement and commitment to the project.

We want everyone to be involved in what is happening on the
Game, encourage friendship and collaboration.

The information contained in this paper is purely for informative purposes.
This paper does not constitute legal advice, investment advice, or business
advice and you are not authorized to use it for such purposes. If you take any
action based on the information contained in this whitepaper it will be at
your own risk. If you need any help regarding a course of action you decide
to take or not take in relation to the content of this whitepaper, you should
contact a licensed legal advisor or attorney in the relevant jurisdiction where
you need or want help.
Those who contributed to making this whitepaper are not responsible for
any decisions, behavior, or other actions that you take as a result of reading
or relying upon this whitepaper. By buying, you acknowledge that you
understand the team is offering the token “as is,” and is not legally bound to
provide any services or support. You also accept that buying or trading
tokens does entitle you to any fee, reward, tax, activity, or transaction from
The Witcher Game or any of the Witcher Game team members, or any other
party.
Any attributes or features of The Witcher Game application, the Token, or
the Witcher Game Project mentioned in this whitepaper is purely technical,
and is not related to any legally binding agreement or claims by token
holders, does not recommend that you buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency.
Be sure to do buying an investment or security, and you agree that you will
not hold the Witcher Game team responsible for any taxes or losses you
experience. The Witcher Game team does not guarantee the token’s
compliance with the laws and regulations of any country in the world. Make
sure to verify your local laws and regulations, and ensure that any purchases
you make are fully compliant, before making a purchase or investment.
This whitepaper is made available “as is” without any guarantees or
assurances about the whitepaper and/or any information, data, or content
provided by the whitepaper. Contributors to the composition and
distribution of this whitepaper will not be liable for any damages such as the
loss of whitepaper. All third-party promotions and marketing efforts are
solely based on a paid agreement between both parties. And therefore,
cannot be directly affiliated as an ambassador of The Witcher Game. No
rights may/can be derived from this.

